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What Can You See?
Part A
Look hard at the picture on pages 9 and 10. Imagine that you are a park 
ranger who works in the wood where Morris lives. You are shocked to see what 
has happened.

1. Write down in your notebook all the rubbish that you can see. The first 
two things have been done for you.

2. Write down what you would say when you saw this sight.
 
 

carrier bag

ring pull
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What Can You See?
Part B
1. Look at the picture on page 5 and imagine that you are Morris. Write a 

description of the scene. 

• What can you see?
• What can you hear?
• What can you smell?
• How do you feel?

It is a beautiful sunny day. At the edge of the wood …
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Word Bank

grass   leaves   clouds   trees   sky   car   boot   man   woman   child   rug 
treasures   gifts   presents   gleaming   shiny   hills   fresh air   food 

Can you add interesting adjectives to make any of your sentences even more descriptive? 

 

 

 

Challenge Task
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Answers
Part A
1. Possible answers:

Part B
Answers will vary.

2. Write down what you would say when you saw this sight.
This is a real mess! It’s a danger to the wildlife here. I need to get this cleared up 
straight away. 

carrier bag plastic can holder

ring pull newspaper

toothbrush cereal box

plastic bottle sandwich packet

glass bottle cardboard box

yoghurt pot takeaway box

string of beads wrappers

tinfoil

plastic fork

tin can

bottle top

metal tray

bin bag

jar

pie tray


